Try 1/2 step approaches virtually anywhere.

See extension below

D13

or G

or D on 1st hit

or C

in descending

or G

or C

or G

or C

or G

or C

1)

D13

or E

or B

or E

or B at first hit

or E

or B at first hit

or E

or B at first hit

or E

or B at first hit
(one extension of above)

or E

or E

or D

or E

or B on 1st hit

or D on 2nd usage

or B on 1st hit

or B on 2nd usage

Extension of last 2 ex.
Likewise
And this too for all #2) examples

2) 

Or extend these further

passing, precede with 8 & 5 (B# & D)

or D#

or D#

or D#

or D#

3) 

or D#
[continued]

on 1st hit.
[finger] 4

4)